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OPINION AND ORDER

Respondents appeal the opinion of an

administrative law judge filed on August 12, 2015, finding

that the claimant proved she suffered an injury to her right

elbow on August 25, 2014, during the course and scope of her

employment with the respondent-employer which entitles her

to reasonably necessary medical treatment and temporary

total disability benefits from December 9, 2014 through a

date yet to be determined.  We note that the claimant does

not appeal the finding that the claimant failed to prove
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that she injured her arm or hand on August 25, 2014.  Our 

carefully conducted de novo review of this claim in its

entirety reveals that the claimant has failed to prove that

she sustained a compensable injury to her right elbow as a

result of a work-related incident on August 25, 2014. 

Therefore, the decision of the administrative law judge is

hereby reversed and benefits denied in this claim.

The facts surrounding the claimant’s alleged elbow

injury are fairly straightforward.  According to the

claimant, on August 25, 2014 she was helping bathe an

Alzheimer patient when the patient suddenly became alarmed

and grabbed her right forearm, “twisting it.”  The claimant

testified that she immediately felt a “sharp pain” from this

incident, but she continued to bathe the patient.  The

claimant stated that her arm was “sore the rest of the day.” 

The claimant testified that she continued to work

following this incident, but that her right arm became

“sorer and sorer” each day thereafter.  More specifically,

the claimant stated: 

It [her right arm] did okay
but when you like feed
[redacted] or changing her
clothes or trying to get her
dentures out or walking her,
you know leading her.
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[Redacted] liked me to take
her for walks and showers and
undressing and bathrooms,
trying to help her get cleaned
after she would go to the
bathroom. She’d always grab my
arm. You know, it’s just for
security, I would say. And
within, you know, every time
she grabbed it, each day it
just got sorer and sorer. 

The claimant stated that her right arm

symptoms progressively worsened until such time as she felt

she needed to seek medical treatment.  The claimant

testified that she reported the incident to the respondent-

employer on October 1, 2014.  The claimant recalled

initially speaking to a gentleman named “Shawn” who

forwarded her call to “another lady.”  According to the

claimant, this lady informed her that she could not file a

workers’ compensation claim since she did not report the

incident on the day it occurred.  The claimant contended

that she asked this lady if she could have the telephone

number to the Workers’ Compensation Commission so she “could

call,” to which the woman responded “No.”  Therefore, the

claimant sought medical treatment with Dr. Wesley Cox on her

own.  We note that the claimant testified that she informed

the woman with whom she spoke that she was going to see a
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doctor on October 8, 2014.  

A clinic note dated October 8, 2014, from the

Shoulder Center of Arkansas reflects that the claimant

presented on that date with mild to moderate right elbow

pain.  This report reflects that the claimant reported the

onset of this pain as follows:

Setting in which it first
occurred: pain times 1 and
half months, she denies
accident or injury she states
she is an in home nurse and
takes care of a combative lady
that likes to twist her
forearm, she states she has
taken care of her for 2 yrs
(sic) pain is more recent and
gets worse and worse.
She states this was denied by
work comp as she could not
give exact date of injury, but
states they told her if she
had to have sx (sic)and then
re injured (sic) it at work
they would pay for that. 

Radiographic studies of the claimant’s right arm

taken on that date revealed normal findings.  Following a

physical examination, Dr. Cox made the following comments: 

Cheryl is here for right elbow
pain. [S]he has some mild
epicondylitis both laterally
and a little bit medially. She
has pain over the extensor
musculature. 
She does have some numbness
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and some tingling in her
fingers but it is difficult to
fully assess if this is
secondary to positional
changes or if it’s primary
etiology.

Dr. Cox assessed the claimant with elbow pain for

which he prescribed an anti-inflammatory cream and physical

therapy.  The claimant was instructed to return to the

clinic in six weeks.

The claimant stated that after she “walked through

the rehab,” she obtained the number to the commission from

an attorney and she then filed a Claim For Compensation

(Form AR-C).  A review of this form shows that the claimant

listed August 25, 2014, as the date of her alleged injury,

which she described as follows: “I injured my right elbow

and arm and hand when the client I was caring for pulled and

twisted my arm while I was bathing her. My elbow, arm and

hand continued to get worse as the client continued to pull

on them as time went on.”  This Form AR-C was signed by the

claimant on January 19, 2015 and received by the commission

on January 26, 2015. 

The record reflects that the claimant received

physical therapy under the direction of Dr. Cox from October

16 through November 19, 2014, at which time he ordered an
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MRI study of her right elbow.  We note that the history of

present illness as reflected on her October 16, 2014,

initial physical therapy report states as follows: 

SI: Pt is a 49 y/o F who
reports to therapy today c/o
lateral elbow pain that has
resulted from multiple
“twisting” episodes from
resident in nursing home. Pt
is a nurse that works with
combative residents in nursing
home that grab and twist
forearm multiple x’s per day.”
Pt reports that excessive
twisting has been going on for
approx 2 months, but over the
past 2 weeks pain has
significantly increased. Pt
describes pain as being sharp
@ lateral epicondyle and is
referred along brachioradialis
muscle into first 3 digits. 
Pt used ant-inflammatory cream
for approx 3 days which
helped, but was too expensive
to keep applying. No previous
hx of neck trauma and pt
reports receiving chiropractic
care @ millennium chiropractic
with minimal results for
lateral elbow. Pt also
received acupuncture therapy
with noted decreases in pain
along lateral elbow, but
application of needles was too
intense to continue. Pain is
currently 4/10 that increases
to 5/10 with actions such as
lifting and working with right
arm.
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The claimant testified and the record confirms

that an MRI of her right elbow was taken on November 25,

2014.  This study revealed findings of common extensor

tendinopathy with a possible 4MM partial intrasubstance tear

and mild biceps tendinopathy. 

Due to her workers’ compensation claim, the

claimant was sent to Arkansas Occupational Health Clinic

where she underwent an examination by Dr. Konstantin

Berestnev on December 8, 2014.  Dr. Berestnev’s report of

this visit indicates that the claimant reported that she was

injured on October 8, 2014, as a result of caring for a

combative patient who “grabs her arm and twists the arm.” 

Finding that she had received appropriate medical treatment

up to that point, Dr. Berestnev recommended that she

continue her care with Dr. Cox.   

On February 9, 2015, the claimant underwent

surgery on her right elbow performed by Dr. Cox to repair

her torn common extensor tendon.  An Operative Report of

that procedure indicates that the claimant reported

“significant elbow pain” due to overuse.  The claimant

testified on direct examination that she had not been

released from Dr. Cox’s care at the time of the June 1, 2015
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commission hearing.

The record shows that the respondent-employer’s

incident and accident protocol for reporting work-related

injuries was presented to the claimant on or about December

3, 2013, during orientation.  The record further shows that

the claimant acknowledged receipt of this information by her

initials and signature on a Work Comp Employee

Responsibilities form dated December 3, 2012.1  

The claimant testified that she has not worked

since December 8, 2014, when she was allegedly laid off by

the respondent-employer “because of the results of my arm.” 

The claimant confirmed that she had worked as a personal

assistant for the patient who allegedly injured her arm for

a year before “going to work for the lady” as an employee of

the respondent-employer.  The claimant explained that, due

to certain changes in the law, the patient’s insurance

company required her to be licensed and bonded before it

would continue to pay for the services that she provided to

the patient.  Therefore, she began working under the

licensure and bonding of the respondent-employer in order to

1 I note that while this document was dated 12/3/12, the
claimant confirmed that this was an error and it was actually
initialed and signed on December 3, 2013.
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be paid.  The claimant, who described herself as a part-time

employee, stated that she worked caring for the patient two

days per week for one year prior to coming to work for the

respondent-employer.  Thereafter, the claimant worked four

days per week caring for this same patient. 

The claimant agreed that she had worked as a

personal care assistant for over thirty years, and that she

applied for unemployment benefits after she ceased working

for the respondent-employer.  Moreover, thinking she could

at least sit with disabled patients, the claimant testified

that she attempted to find work by “calling around” and

applying with different agencies.  In addition, the claimant

confirmed that she had injured her left elbow approximately

three years prior to her alleged right elbow injury as a

result of a fall.  

With regard to her services to her patient, the

claimant explained that she assisted with routine daily

activities of living that the patient could no longer

perform without assistance.  According to the claimant, her

work-related activities, especially that of bathing the

patient, increased as the patient’s condition continued to

decline.  The claimant stated that she was required to fill
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out a “piece of paper” at the end of each day documenting

the hours that she had worked that day.  The claimant stated

that she was required to circle options on the form that

indicated “whether it was a good day,” i.e, whether the

claimant had been combative that day, whether she ate and

how much she ate, etc.  The claimant stated that a comments

section was provided at the bottom of this form wherein she

could make remarks.  The claimant stated that she usually

dropped this form off in a slot “at BrightStar” each Sunday

on her way to church.  This report was then examined by a

registered nurse and submitted to the respondent-employer’s

payroll department in order for the claimant to be paid. 

The claimant agreed with the respondents’ attorney that she

failed to mention the alleged incident of August 25, 2014,

on her daily report for that date, or, in fact, to anyone in

any manner until October 1, 2014. 

The claimant testified that the patient for whom

she was caring had become “very combative” by the time of

her alleged injury, and that she required personal hygiene

care, to include showers, on a more frequent basis as her

health continued to deteriorate.  

The claimant agreed that her February 2015 right
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elbow surgery improved her condition, but she added that it

had not entirely alleviated her pain.  Furthermore, the

claimant agreed that Dr. Cox had released her to return to

work with restrictions following her surgery.  Finally, the

claimant admitted that she could not remember the actual

date of her alleged injury, but added, “Well, you can

pinpoint it pretty easy when you know, I was giving her a

shower on Mondays and Wednesdays back then.”  The claimant

claimed, however, that this incident “brought me to my knees

when she pulled on me.”  Furthermore, the claimant testified

that she lied to Dr. Cox when she reported that her

condition had not resulted from an accident in order for her

treatment to be covered by her personal health insurance.

Richard Shawn Guyton testified at the June 2015

hearing.  According to Guyton, he was the Customer Care

Manager for the respondent-employer at the time of the

claimant’s alleged injury.  Guyton stated that he was fairly

new at his job during the time in question.  

Guyton stated that part of his responsibilities

was to oversee nurse’s aides in the field, such as the

claimant.  Guyton confirmed that he would have been the

first person to whom the claimant would have reported an
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injury.  Guyton recalled his October 1, 2014 conversation

with the claimant concerning her alleged injury.  Guyton

stated that the claimant informed him that she had “some

tennis elbow”; that she had “an injury with a client earlier

and that her...elbow was acting up.”  Guyton testified that

the claimant asked for instructions on how to proceed with a

claim, and she informed him that she already had a doctor’s

appointment scheduled.  Guyton further testified that he

gave the claimant a “number to call to report an injury

through our system.”  Mr. Guyton stated that the claimant

informed him that “she had had trouble with her elbow

before.”  Moreover, Guyton testified that in his attempt to

gather information from the claimant, she described an

incident during which her patient had become combative,

resulting in an aggravation of a pre-existing condition. 

Guyton confirmed that the claimant did mention a twisting

pulling type problem that she was having with her patient,

but she indicated that it was an “ongoing” problem.  Because

the claimant indicated that 1) she had sustained an injury,

and 2) the problems she was having with her patient were

ongoing, Guyton stated that he consulted his manager, Jaren

Walker, about the situation.  In addition, Mr. Guyton stated
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that he made notes regarding his conversation with the

claimant.

Jaren Walker was the final witness to testify at

the hearing.  With regard to the claimant’s October 2014

telephone call, Walker gave the following account:

There are two things that I
specifically remember that
stand out in my mind. First of
all, she was complaining of an
injury and she - - I remember
the red flag coming up that it
was a pre-existing condition
because that was my job as a
CST [Certified Surgical
Technologist] was to work on
things such as that. And I
remember I found it peculiar
that she informed me that the
client had told her to call
BrightStar because we have
Workers’ Comp insurance and
then I also remember it
peculiar that she had already
established an appointment
without calling us first
because protocol was that, you
know, we have the caregivers
call the Workers’ Comp line to
get an appointment, you know,
if necessary.

When asked if the claimant gave her specifics with

regard to her complaints, Walker responded:

Absolutely. Whenever I get somebody that
calls pertaining to a Workers’ Comp
claim or an injury of any sort, rather
it be for a client or caregiver, we have
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specific questions that we ask. One was
date and time of the incident and she
could not recall. Two was what kind of
injuries she suffered from the incident
and she complained the shoulder, arm,
and elbow pain, I do remember that. And
I remember her getting hateful with me
because I told her that protocol for
Workers’ Comp is they have to call
within 24 hours of injury and she said,
“Well, that’s fine. I’ve already got an
appointment established and my personal
insurance will pay for it.” 

Walker confirmed that the proper protocol for

reporting injuries is thoroughly covered in each new hire’s

orientation.  In later testimony, Walker stated that it

“struck me as odd” that the claimant could not recall a

specific date of injury during their October telephone

conversation.  Walker verified that the conversation with

the claimant in early October was documented by Mr. Guyton

in the form of a note.  This note, a copy of which is in the

record, is dated October 6, 2014, and reflects, in part, as

follows:

Cheryl called in to request
info on process for handling
injuries sustained while
working with a client. She
stated that she had worked for
herself for a while and she
did not know how to handle an
injury while working for
BrightStar. She stated she had
a doctor’s appointment on
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Wednesday Oct 8 at noon to see
her doctor. She stated she had
pain in her elbow due to
possible tendon damage. She
was going to find out what the
doctor suggested. When I
inquired about her injury she
stated she sustained it over a
long period of time. “It’s
been building up for a while,
[i]t’s the tendon. I had
another client do the same
thing to me last year. It’s
called tennis elbow.” She
stated that she believed the
injury was due to working with
[redacted] during periods of
combative behavior. This
behavior was worse during
shower times...When I asked
how long the these issues had
been occurring she did not
specify a time instead she
stated, “I probably need help
with her from now on, it’s a
two person job....”

This note further reflects that Guyton asked the

claimant if the injury had occurred within the last 24

hours, and he “told her about the contact number for

reporting injuries.” Guyton concluded this note as follows:

She then stated, “So I can’t
see my doctor?” I told her she
would be assessed and decision
made about the next step. I
asked her to clarify, “Has
your injury happened in the
last 24 hours?” She replied,
“Like I said it’s been
building up for a while.” She
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had several other questions
about her options due to this
issue so I transferred the
call to Jaren.

Walker stated that the claimant was offered two

jobs after her elbow surgery, one of which involved no

lifting and was well within her restrictions.  Walker

admitted, however, that the claimant would have had to take

a cut in pay had she accepted either of these jobs.2  Walker

testified that while she did not furnish the claimant with

the telephone number for their workers’ compensation

reporting line, Mr. Guyton and another employee did.  

Finally, while there was some issue as to the exact date

upon which the claimant called the respondent-employer and

first reported her alleged injury, the claimant admitted to

the court that she waited for approximately two months

before she reported an alleged injury to anyone. 

The claimant has the burden of proving by a

preponderance of the evidence the compensability of his

claim. Jordan v. Tyson Foods, 51 Ark. App. 911 S.W.2d 593

(1995); Kuhn v. Majestic Hotel, 50 Ark. App. 23, 899 S.W.2d

845 (1995).  For the claimant to establish a compensable

2 The pay cut would have been due to contractual issues with
a new client.
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injury as a result of a specific incident which is

identifiable by time and place of occurrence, the following

requirements of Ark. Code. Ann. § 11-9-102(4)(A)(Supp.

2005), must be established: (1) proof by a preponderance of

the evidence of an injury arising out of and in the course

of employment; (2) proof by a preponderance of the evidence

that the injury caused internal or external physical harm to

the body which required medical services or resulted in a

disability or death; (3) medical evidence supported by

objective findings, as defined in Ark. Code. Ann. § 11-9-

102(16), establishing the injury; and (4) proof by a

preponderance of the evidence that the injury was caused by

a specific incident and is identifiable by time and place of

occurrence. See also, Ark. Code. Ann. § 11-9-

103(4)(E)(i)(Supp. 2005); Freeman v. ConAgra Frozen Foods,

344 Ark. 296, 40 S.W.3d 760 (2001); Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. v.

Westbrook, 77 Ark. App. 167, 72 S.W.3d 889 (2002).  If the

claimant fails to establish by a preponderance of the

evidence any of the requirements for establishing the

compensability of a claim, compensation must be denied.

Mikel v. Engineered Specialty Plastics, 56 Ark. App. 126,

938 S.W.2d 876 (1997); see also, Reed v. ConAgra Frozen
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Foods, Full Commission Opinion, February 2, 1995 (Claim No.

E317744). 

The claimant here claims that she injured her

right elbow on or about August 25, 2014, as a result of a

specific work-related incident that occurred as she was

bathing a combative patient.  The record, however, to

include all of the medical records, other documentary

evidence, and especially the claimant’s own testimony

consistently reflects that the claimant’s right elbow

condition occurred gradually over an extended period of

time.  This, at least, is what the claimant told Dr. Cox at

her initial appointment with him when she, in fact, denied

an accident or injury and she could not give an exact date

as to when her symptoms started.  Moreover, during her

initial evaluation with her physical therapist the claimant

reported that her elbow pain had resulted from multiple

twisting episodes.  We note that the claimant also reported

that she had received chiropractic care from Millennium

Chiropractic3 “with minimal results for lateral elbow,” as

well as acupuncture therapy for her elbow pain.  The record

3 Assumably Mellineum Chiropractic and Rehab in
Fayetteville.
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is devoid of documented evidence that the claimant was ever

treated by a chiropractor or with acupuncture as a result of

her alleged August 2014 injury, which leads reasonable minds

to conclude that this treatment may have occurred sometime

prior to August of 2014, if at all.

Furthermore, the claimant’s conversation with Mr.

Guyton, as well as the notes he took of that conversation

reflect that the claimant’s elbow problems were long-

standing and had been “building up for a while,” thus

indicating that her problem had occurred gradually. 

Likewise, Jaren Williams testified that two things she

specifically remembered about her October 2014 telephone

conversation with the claimant were 1) that she was

complaining of an injury that raised “the red flag” with

Walker because it was a pre-existing condition, and 2)

Walker found it peculiar that the claimant had already

established an appointment with her doctor when she called

to report an injury.  Moreover, when Walker pressed the

claimant for information as to the date and time of the

incident by which she claimed to have been injured, the

claimant could recall neither.
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Most compelling of all of the evidence concerning

the onset of the claimant’s alleged compensable elbow injury

is the claimant’s own testimony.  Notwithstanding that the

claimant cited a specific incident by which she testified

her patient grabbed and twisted her right forearm causing

immediate sharp pain that “brought [her] to [her] knees,”

she admitted that she continued with her task thereafter and

that her arm was only “sore” the rest of the day. 

Therefore, she failed to report this incident.  Moreover,

the claimant testified that following this incident, her

right arm “just got sorer and sorer” every time the patient

grabbed it.  Furthermore, when the claimant finally reported

her alleged injury, she listed that her right arm, elbow,

and hand were injured as a result of the August shower

incident.  However, when the claimant presented to Dr. Cox

on October 8, 2014, it was with mild to moderate right elbow

pain. 

The claimant made several statements that were

contrary to the testimony of Mr. Guyton and Ms. Walker, and

even to some of the history she provided in medical reports. 

For example, the claimant stated that “the lady” she spoke

to on the telephone in early October 2014, which was clearly
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Ms. Walker, refused to provide her with the telephone number

for the commission so that she could report an injury. 

However, both Mr. Guyton and Ms. Walker testified that the

claimant was given the 1-800 number to call to report an

injury.  Moreover, the claimant indicated that after she was

told [by Ms. Walker] that she could not file a workers’

compensation claim of injury, she sought medical treatment

on her own.  Clearly, the claimant had already set an

appointment with Dr. Cox prior to telephoning Mr. Guyton in

order to report an injury.  Furthermore, in addition to the

other things that Ms. Walker found odd concerning her

conversation with the claimant, she stated that she found it

peculiar that the claimant informed her that “the client had

told her to call BrightStar” because they had workers’

compensation insurance. 

Other inconsistencies in the claimant’s testimony

include the fact that the claimant denied that she was

instructed concerning the proper protocol for reporting a

work-related injury when she admittedly signed a document

indicating that she had been instructed in the proper

procedure; the claimant stated that she was unable to work

after December 8, 2014, but she filed for unemployment
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benefits whereby she claimed she was ready, willing, and

able to work; she admittedly sought employment after her

February 2015 surgery; she reported chiropractic and

acupuncture treatment to her physical therapist for which

she produced no documentation to support; the claimant

confessed lying to Dr. Cox about the onset of her symptoms,

which we find to be a lie in that the history she gave to

Dr. Cox is consistent with the history of injury she gave to

almost everyone else, and; the claimant waited for almost

two months to report an alleged specific onset injury, and

when she finally did report it to Mr. Guyton, she diagnosed

her own condition (tennis elbow) based upon the fact that

“she had had trouble with her elbow before.” 

Questions concerning the credibility of witnesses

and the weight to be given to their testimony are within the

exclusive province of the Commission.  Powers v. City of

Fayetteville, 97 Ark. App 251, 248 S.W.3d 516 (2007).  When

there are contradictions in the evidence, it is within the

Commission’s province to reconcile conflicting evidence and

to determine the true facts.  Cedar Chem. Co. v. Knight, 99

Ark. App. 162, 258 S.W.3d 394 (2007). 
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The totality of the evidence in this claim

demonstrates that the claimant is being dishonest concerning

the onset of her right elbow symptoms, in that the

preponderance of the evidence does not support the

claimant’s story that she injured her elbow due to a

specific incident on August 25, 2014; a date, by-the-way,

the claimant arbitrarily chose as the date of injury since

she could not remember a specific date, which we also

question due to the claimant’s description of the severity

of pain she experienced from that incident.  Rather, the

preponderance of the evidence in this claim shows that the

claimant’s elbow symptoms came on gradually, and that they,

more likely than not, pre-existed her employment with the

respondent-employer.  This is supported by the fact that she

reported treatment for her elbow that she failed to

substantiate with documentation, thus leaving reasonable

minds to conclude that this treatment likely occurred prior

to her alleged August 2014 injury, and that she told Mr.

Guyton that her right elbow symptoms came on gradually and

that she had experienced these symptoms a year before. 

Finally, the claimant testified that her patient twisted her
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“forearm” causing her immediate sharp arm pain that later

became a gradually increasing soreness in her right arm.

The administrative law judge ruled that the

claimant failed to prove that she sustained a right arm or

hand injury as a result of a specific incident that occurred

on August 25, 2014, while the claimant was bathing her

patient.  We agree with this finding.  However, while we

note that there is objective evidence that the claimant had

a torn tendon in her right elbow, she has never contended

that the patient grabbed and twisted her elbow.  Nor, have

any of the claimant’s treating physicians opined that the

claimant’s torn right elbow tendon was a result of a

specific incident that occurred on August 25, 2014.  Rather,

the claimant’s medical reports contain only recitations by

treating physicians and other medical providers of the

history of injury provided to them by the claimant.

Based upon the above and foregoing, we find that

the claimant has failed to prove by medical evidence

supported by objective findings that she sustained a

specific-incident injury to her right elbow as a result of

an alleged incident that occurred on or about August 25,

2014.  Instead, we find that over the course of her care of
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her Alzheimer patient, the preponderance of the evidence

shows that the claimant’s patient repeatedly grabbed the

claimant’s forearm for support, which caused soreness in the

claimant’s right arm.  However, we fail to find sufficient

evidence in this claim to support the contention that this

repeated grabbing of the claimant’s forearm by her patient

caused her elbow condition, especially in view of the fact

that the claimant initially reported to Dr. Cox that her

symptoms were not caused by an accident or injury. 

Therefore, we find that the claimant has failed to prove

that she sustained a compensable injury to her right elbow

on or about August 25, 2014, and that the opinion of the

administrative law judge is hereby reversed and this claim

dismissed.

 

                               
                         SCOTTY DALE DOUTHIT, Chairman

                                
               KAREN H. McKINNEY, Commissioner

Commissioner Hood dissents
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DISSENTING OPINION

After my de novo review of the entire record,

I must dissent from the majority opinion.

The claimant is a fifty-year-old woman. She

was employed by the respondent on December 2, 2013 as a

home health care worker for a combative Alzheimer’s

patient. The claimant had cared for the woman for a year

prior to her employment with the respondent, as a direct

employee of the family. The claimant credibly testified

that when she became employed by the respondent, she

spent thirty minutes signing paperwork. She was not

shown any videos, and she was not aware of her who

supervisor was.

Prior to August 25, 2014, the claimant had no

difficulty performing her duties for the employer or the

patient, and she had no symptoms or limitations in her

arm or elsewhere. The patient’s condition had

deteriorated quickly in the time leading up to August

25, 2014, and among other issues, the patient became

frightened of water on her skin. On or about August 25,

2014, the claimant was assisting her patient in the

shower. The patient grabbed and twisted her arm. This
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caused immediate sharp pain. The claimant was able to

help the patient complete her shower and to dress. 

The claimant believed that her injury would

resolve with time, but over the next several weeks, the

patient continued to twist the claimant’s arm when

upset, which occurred as a result of commonplace

situations, intensifying her symptoms. After six weeks

of continued symptoms and aggravations, the claimant

determined that her injury would not resolve without

medical treatment, so she made an appointment with Dr.

Cox, and on October 1, 2014, she reported the injury to

her supervisors. The claimant’s supervisors, Guyton and

Walker, confirmed that the claimant reported the injury

on that date. The respondent informed the claimant that

she did not have a workers’ compensation claim, because

she could not identify the exact date of the first

twisting incident, and because she had not reported the

injury within twenty-four hours. This was also confirmed

by the respondents’ witnesses. The employer did not

complete any paperwork regarding the incident. The

claimant asked for the contact information for the

workers’ compensation carrier, and she was informed by

the carrier that she could indeed file a claim.
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Dr. Cox treated the claimant conservatively

until November 25, 2014, when an MRI showed a partial

intra-substance tear. Dr. Berestnev evaluated the

claimant on December 8, 2014 and diagnosed a torn common

extensor tendon. She was off work from that date

forward. She had surgery on February 9, 2015 by Dr. Cox. 

The claimant reported an injury and was told

that she could not file a claim. She had no reason to

pursue the completion of paperwork with her employer,

because she was told no. She did pursue her claim by

contacting the carrier, which was the correct next step.

The fact that the claimant did not attempt to force the

employer to complete paperwork for her is irrelevant.

The employer was responsible for the paperwork, and the

claimant did the most reasonable thing to get the

paperwork completed, which was not to get into an

argument with her employer, but to go the carrier

itself. The employer failed in its legal duty to the

claimant under the Act. 

The claimant was given an accident reporting

policy to sign almost a year prior to the accident,

along with many other papers to sign, in the span of

thirty minutes, and she did not recall the contents of
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the policy. Certainly there was no posting of the rights

and responsibilities under the Act at the patient’s

home, and the claimant credibly testified that she did

not know the procedure. The result of her ignorance of

the policy was that the claimant did not report the

injury until she was aware that it was not going to

improve on its own. At that point, she reported it. Then

she was told that she could not have a claim, which is

patently untrue. A policy limiting the rights granted by

the Act cannot bar a claim, nor can an employer’s

purposeful misstatement of the law or its refusal to

complete paperwork. These facts cast doubt upon the

employer, not upon the employee.

I note the majority’s reliance on the

respondents’ witness’ concerns over the claimant’s

reporting. I cannot give any value to the opinion of a

managerial employee who flagrantly ignored the Arkansas

Workers’ Compensation Act by actively interfering with

the claimant’s right to file a claim, based upon a

ridiculous policy allowing only twenty-four hours to

file a claim, when the Act allows two years.  

The claimant has satisfied the requirements of

a specific incident injury, because she stated exactly
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what happened to cause the injury, even if she could not

initially pinpoint the exact date. This is not a gradual

onset injury, because the patient repeated the damaging

behavior more than once. The claimant’s arm became

symptomatic on the first incident of grabbing and

twisting. The claimant has also satisfied the employment

services requirement, because assisting the patient in

her bathing was one of her work duties.

The medical evidence shows that the claimant

had new symptoms on pain in her elbow after the twisting

incident, that she did not respond to conservative care,

and that she had a tendon tear shown on MRI, which was

successfully repaired in surgery. Dr. Cox related her

need for treatment to the work incident. The claimant

has established a causal connection between the work

incident, her symptoms and her need for treatment.

Likewise, this evidence shows that her treatment leading

up to and including surgery, was reasonable and

necessary to resolve her symptoms. This is amply

supported by the improvement in her symptoms post-

surgery. She had not yet been released from care at the

time of the hearing. I would award the medical treatment

of record and continued care by Dr. Cox.
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The majority’s speculation that the claimant

had chiropractic treatment for her elbow prior to August

2014, based upon the absence of any records is

unreasonable. Nothing in the record suggests a prior

history of elbow issues, and the majority’s conclusion

is baseless.

 I would also award temporary total disability

benefits from December 4, 2014, when Dr. Berestnev took

her off work, and when she was laid off by the employer,

until a date yet to be determined. Dr. Cox stated that

the claimant required a repair of the tendon tear. After

the surgery, she had been a two-pound lifting

restrictions, which would preclude her from returning to

her line of work. Until she is placed at maximum medical

improvement, she is entitled to temporary total

disability benefits.

For the foregoing reasons, I dissent from the

majority opinion.

______________________________
PHILIP A. HOOD, Commissioner


